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As a popular form of virtual reality (VR) media, omnidirectional video (OV) has been continuously developed in recent years. OV
contains the view of the scene in every direction, which will ask for around 120Mbps with 8k resolution and 25 fps (frames per
second). Although there has been a lot of work to optimize the transmission for on-demand of OV, the research on the live
streaming of OV is still very lacking. Another big challenge for the OV live streaming system is the huge demand for computing
resources. ,e existing terminal devices are difficult to completely carry tasks such as stitching, encoding, and rendering. ,is
paper proposes a mobile edge assisted live streaming system for omnidirectional video (MELiveOV); the MELiveOV can in-
telligently offload the processing tasks to the edge computing enabled 5G base stations. ,e MELiveOV consists of an omni-
directional video generation module, a streaming module, and a viewpoint prediction module. A prototype system of MELiveOV
is implemented to prove its complete end-to-end OV live streaming service. Evaluation result demonstrates that compared with
the traditional solution, MELiveOV can reduce the network bandwidth requirement by about 50% and the transmission delay of
more than 70% while ensuring the quality of the user’s experience.

1. Introduction

According to the report [1] commissioned by Intel and
conducted by Ovum, VR and AR applications will account for
90 percent of 5G data use over the next decade. Omnidi-
rectional video (OV) is one of the most mature forms of VR,
and it is expected to become the killer application for the
future of 5G networks [2]. Driven by more powerful network
performance, the 5G-powered OV not only focuses on re-
alistic visual effects but also emphasizes the user’s interactive
experience. ,e basis of the interactive OV application is the
ability to implement a complete end-to-end live streaming
service system, which is the core problem that this work wants
to solve. ,e popularity of OV technology brings viewers a
novel immersive multimedia experience, but this new ex-
perience is supported by video contents with very high res-
olution (usually 4k or 8k) multiplied by 360-degree
panoramic viewpoint. ,e transmission of OV usually

consumes 4∼6x the bandwidth of a regular video with the
same viewable resolution, which means a huge challenge to
traditional video streaming architecture. ,e more amount of
data and more complex computing tasks are the two major
challenges that theOV live streaming system needs to address.

On the one hand, OV uses head mount displays (HMDs)
with stereoscopic capabilities to provide the immersive
experience. When the omnidirectional content is viewed by
users, only a subset of the entire video frame will be dis-
played on the HMD’s screen. To reduce the waste of network
bandwidth caused by the redundancy of OV data, various
improved solutions have been proposed both in academic
and industrial communities. Some research works [3–5]
have designed the tile-based coding scheme, which can
effectively optimize the OV transmission. Many relevant
Standards Development Organizations (SDOs) also have
started work on the scope of OV [6]. But most of these works
are carried out around the application for on-demand of
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OV. Now more and more users are paying attention to the
live streaming experience, which is also the development
trend of digital multimedia technology in the future.
,erefore, there is an urgent need for a new feasible solution
that can minimize the bandwidth requirement of OV while
simultaneously maximizing the user’s experience.

On the other hand, in addition to the high bandwidth
consumption during transmission, the huge demand for
computing resources is another big challenge for the design
of the OV live streaming system. ,e acquisition and
generation of OV content require extensive stitching and
encoding work. Especially when performing OV live
streaming service, these computing works need to be
completed in real time, which puts extremely high demands
on the performance of the processing platform. When the
OV streaming is viewed, the system can customize the
process of rendering according to different fields of view
(FOV) for multiple users. Accurate prediction of the user’s
viewpoint can bring great benefits to the optimization of the
OV live streaming system. By predicting the FOV areas that
users may be watching in the near future, the transfer of data
in those useless areas can be avoided. And the OV live
streaming system is able to use limited bandwidth to
maximize the image quality of the FOV area. Viewpoint
prediction relies on deep learning neural network algorithm,
which also has a high demand for computational power.
Offloading computationally intensive tasks to resourceful
cloud/fog servers is necessary to reduce the pressure of the
users’ devices while saving the cost of the OV devices.
Compared with the traditional central cloud server, the
mobile edge computing (MEC) architecture can bring
computing resources closer to users, thus greatly reducing
the response delay of users requesting services.

A mobile edge assisted live streaming system for omni-
directional video (MELiveOV) is presented in this work to
address the above challenges. As shown in Figure 1, it consists
of the omnidirectional video generation module, the streaming
module, and the viewpoint prediction module. ,rough the
collaborative work of each module, MELiveOV achieves the
complete end-to-end live streaming service of the omnidi-
rectional video. Meanwhile, its edge computing architecture
closely matches the needs of the 5G network and has a very
broad application prospect. We implement the prototype
system of MELiveOV and evaluate various performance
metrics for it. ,e evaluation result shows that MELiveOV can
effectively reduce the network bandwidth requirement and the
transmission delay during the OV live streaming.

,e contributions of this paper are summarized as
follows:

(i) We build an end-to-end mobile edge assisted live
streaming system for omnidirectional video
(MELiveOV). With the help of the MEC architec-
ture, MELiveOV is able to perform well in both
service latency and bandwidth requirements.

(ii) In order to speed up the real-time generation of the
omnidirectional video after the acquisition, we
design an improved stitching algorithm based on
the overall mapping table.

(iii) A tile-based omnidirectional video transmission
scheme is introduced to MELiveOV to reduce the
pressure on network bandwidth during OV live
streaming.

(iv) In order to enhance the user’s quality of experience
and reduce the service delay, we design a user’s
viewpoint prediction algorithm, which enables
MELiveOV to provide proactive service for users.

,e rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
discusses related work. Section 3 introduces the system
architecture of MELiveOV. Section 4 presents the design of
omnidirectional video generation module based on the
overall mapping stitching table. Section 5 presents the
structure of tile-based streaming module. Section 6 in-
troduces the architecture of the viewpoint prediction
module using deep learning. Section 7 describes our
implementation and evaluation. Section 8 concludes the
paper and discusses the future work.

2. Related Works

Live streaming of events has been traditionally done by using
broadcast TVs. DASH can also be applied to live streaming
over the Internet [7, 8], despite the tighter latency con-
straints compared to on-demand video services. ,e chal-
lenge of live streaming is to minimize the end-to-end delay
between the content generation (at the server) and pre-
sentation (at the client). ,e main research in video
streaming areas focuses on optimization of different aspects
like higher resolution (e.g., omnidirectional video and vir-
tual reality streaming), lower latency, higher compression
ratio, and better quality of experience (QoE). Many focus on
adaptive streaming to fit as many network situations as
possible and make full usage of possible bandwidth. In [9],
subjective studies that cover QoE aspects of adaptation
dimensions and strategies are revisited. As a result, QoE
influence factors of HAS and corresponding QoEmodels are
identified, and open issues and conflicting results are also
discussed. ,e tiled video source is a sounding way to obtain
adaptive streaming [10]; they describe how spatial access can
be performed in an adaptive HTTP streaming context, using
MPEG-DASH and its SRD extensions. ,ey describe a
configurable implementation of these technologies, within
the GPAC open-source player, allowing experimentations of
different adaptation policies for tiled video content. New
scenarios enabled by the development of technology like
virtual reality (VR) have attracted great attention. Ozcinar
et al. [5] proposed an end-to-end streaming system
implementation that contains tiling, a novel extension of the
MPD, and DASH bitrate level selection in a viewport-aware
manner, which can bring significant quality enhancements
compared with the traditional streaming approach. In [11], a
novel wireless video transmission method is developed,
where the authors jointly investigate how to conquer the
problem of source video’s huge size, how to efficiently satisfy
a user’s view switch request, and how to handle packet loss.
In [12], they develop a prototype of VR live architecture that
combines RTP and DASH to deliver 360° VR content to a
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Huawei set-top-box and a Samsung Galaxy S7. ,e system
multiplexes a single HEVC hardware decoder to provide
faster quality switching than at the traditional group of
pictures (GOP) boundaries.

As for the QoE aspect, in [13], it is believed that cellular
operators and content providers can tremendously im-
prove video QoE by predicting available bandwidth and
sharing it through APIs. To be more specific, when com-
bined with rate stabilization functions, prediction out-
performs existing video streaming algorithms and reduces
the gap with optimal to 4%. Besides, in [14], a layered
framework for migrating active service applications that are
encapsulated either in virtual machines (VMs) or con-
tainers is presented. ,is layering approach allows a sub-
stantial reduction in service downtime. ,e framework is
easy to implement using readily available technologies, and
one of its key advantages is that it supports containers,
which is a promising emerging technology that offers
benefits over VMs. Reducing delay is an attracting field as
well. Machen et al. [15] presented a layered framework for
migrating active service to MEC. ,is layering approach
allows a substantial reduction in service downtime [16].
ENA develops a novel transmission scheduling framework
dubbed AdaPtive HFR vIdeo Streaming (APHIS). It is
proved by intensive experiments that APHIS framework is
able to appropriately filter video frames and adjust data
protection levels to optimize the quality of HFR video
streaming. Sanchez et al. [17] presented a video coding and
slicing scheme for OV streaming. In a delay-constrained
circumstance, their scheme significantly reduces the
transmission cost and enhances the quality of the recon-
structed video sequences compared with the nonadaptive
transmission scheme.

Omnidirectional video (OV) enables direct surround
immersive viewing of a scene by warping the original
image into the correct perspective given a viewing di-
rection. A live streaming system for OV has been achieved
in [18]. ,ey design periodic and adaptive optimization
frameworks to adapt to the bandwidth variations and FoV
prediction errors in real time. OV can offer immersive
visual experience when a user equipped with HMD, but

transmit OV with high bitrate will bring a heavy burden to
transmission system especially in a real-time scenario. So,
how to compress a video without affecting the user ex-
perience is very important. Chen et al. [19] reviewed the
recent advances in the pipeline of omnidirectional video
processing including projection and evaluation. An effi-
cient way was achieved to facilitate motion-constrained
HEVC tiles. Sreedhar et al. and Skupin et al. [20, 21] in-
vestigated various viewpoint dependent projection
schemes, and they developed a methodology for com-
paring the rate-distortion performance of these pro-
jections. Yu et al. and Lee et al. [22, 23] considered the
problem of evaluating the coding efficiency in the context
of viewing with a HMD. ,ey compared the original and
coded videos on the viewpoint after sphere-to-plane
mappings. It is observed that the equal-area mapping
yields around 8.3% bitrate savings relative to the com-
monly used equirectangular mapping. Ghaznavi-
Youvalari et al. and Curcio et al. [24, 25] adopted sub-
jective assessment results of experiments using a tile-based
streaming system for OV. ,is work reduces streaming
bitrates by an average of 44% under a subjective DMOS
value of 4.5. Yu et al. [26] showed a computationally ef-
ficient solution using Lagrangian optimization by sepa-
rating the sampling and bit allocation constraints and got
coding gains over standard representations. Graf et al. [27]
described the usage of tiles in HEVC/H.265 and VP9,
enabling bandwidth efficient adaptive streaming of om-
nidirectional video over HTTP. Various streaming strat-
egies have been defined, which can effectively improve the
quality of OV streaming service. Li et al. [28] proposed a
tile-based omnidirectional video segmentation scheme
which can save up to 28% of the pixel area and 20% of BD-
rate averagely compared to the traditional equirectangular
projection-based approach. Gudumasu et al. [29] showed a
viewing orientation tracking and real-time viewpoint
extraction platform. Generally, the user can only view a
restricted field of view of the content. ,is means that a
significant part of the bandwidth is wasted by transmitting
quality video in regions that are not being visualized. So,
there appears tile-based transmit method along with user’s
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Figure 1: Overview of mobile edge assisted live streaming system for omnidirectional video (MELiveOV).
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viewpoint prediction. Ozcinar and Smolic [30] created a
new visual attention user dataset for OV, investigated the
behavior of viewers when consuming the content, and
analyzed the prediction performance of state-of-the-art
visual attention models. Ninan and Atluru [31] generated a
second reconstructed image with view direction of the
viewer when the user watched the first reconstructed
image. Ghaznavi-Youvalari and Aminlou [32] proposed a
geometry-based motion vector scaling method in order to
compress the motion information of omnidirectional
content efficiently. ,e result shows a 2.2% bitrate re-
duction with Versatile Video Coding (H.266/VVC)
standard. Ghaznavi-Youvalari and Aminlou [33] divided
the image into tiles and set different priorities with FOV
information.,e high-priority tiles will encode with a high
bitrate. To measure the objective quality of omnidirec-
tional video in observation space more accurately,
a weighted-to-spherically-uniform quality evaluation
method has been proposed in [34].

Many Standards Development Organizations in the
field of multimedia and communications have also begun
working on OV [6]. In R15 [35], 3GPP has started to
consider the application of virtual reality (VR) media
services in the next generation of mobile network. ,e
Digital Video Broadcasting (DVB) Project established a
VR-related commercial module to follow up on this area
[36]. ,e Video Coding Experts Group (VCEG, ITU-T Q6/
16) and the Moving Picture Experts Group (MPEG, ISO/
IEC JTC 1/SC 29/WG 11) begun the standardization
process for OV, respectively, which started from the re-
search of OV coding and transmission technology, and are
expected to guide the development of the entire OV ap-
plication ecosystem. ,ere have been some joint groups to
carry out some works in the field of OV, for example, the
Joint Collaborative Team on Video Coding (JCT-VC),
responsible for developing the High-Efficiency Video
Coding (HEVC) standard and its extensions [37] and the
Joint Video Exploration Team (JVET) that investigates new
video coding approaches for coding efficiency beyond
HEVC [38]. ,e coding of the omnidirectional video has
attracted enough attention and has gradually become the
focus of multimedia technology development. Compared
with the VCEG, MPEG concentrated more on the tech-
nologies of delivery and display. MPEG established the
subgroup of Omnidirectional MediA Format (OMAF) [2],
which is envisioned to become Part 2 of the emerging ISO/
IEC 23090 MPEG-I.

3. System Architecture of MELiveOV

As an end-to-end service system, MELiveOV covers the
entire service chain from acquisition to playback. As shown
in Figure 1, we have designed the corresponding modified
functional module at every stage of the OV live streaming
service. In the conventional scheme, after the raw data are
collected by the omnidirectional camera, the OV is gen-
erated directly locally. Constrained by the limited com-
puting capability of the capture device, the omnidirectional
video generation process will be extremely time

consuming, which greatly affects the real-time performance
of the live streaming service. In MELiveOV, we offload the
computational tasks required for the omnidirectional video
generation process to the first-mile edge server. It is usually
deployed at the access point of the first hop in the mobile
communication network to provide the most timely service
to the capture device. ,e mapping and stitching opera-
tions are then performed by the omnidirectional video
generation module to obtain the OV data containing
omnidirectional scene information.

Similarly, we deployed the last-mile edge server at the
access point of the 5G network closest to the viewer. Before
the last hop, the streaming module on the last-mile edge
server will optimize the transmission in real-time based on
the viewer’s viewpoint trajectory fed back by the display
terminal, which can effectively reduce the bandwidth re-
quirement during the OV download process. ,e
streaming module mainly applies a tile-based OV trans-
mission scheme. By dividing the complete video into
multiple tiles by spatial region, we can control the quality
of different tiles to optimize transmission. We use a high
bitrate for the tiles in the user’s field of view (FOV) and a
lower bitrate for the area outside the user’s FOV. ,rough
the interaction with the display terminal, the streaming
module can minimize the transmission bandwidth re-
quirement of the OV without sacrificing the quality of the
user viewing area.

,is can save the power consumption of VR devices and
the costs of traffic for the users. On the display terminal of
MELiveOV, we introduced the architecture of the proactive
service. In the traditional reactive service architecture, the
server can only respond and process after waiting for the
user’s request to arrive. For example, when our system is
without the proactive service architecture, the optimization
process performed by the streaming module can only rely
on the user’s past viewpoint data. ,is lag in user in-
formation can result in reduced performance of the
streaming module. ,erefore, we deploy the viewpoint
prediction module to proactively predict the user’s possible
viewpoint location in the future. ,is can further improve
the QoE (quality of experience) of MELiveOV’s users. ,e
viewpoint prediction module is designed based on the
LSTM (long short-term memory) network. ,e LSTM is a
model often used in deep learning to process time series
predictive data problems. Our prediction model can not
only learn the information of the user’s personalized
viewing habits but also can perceive the statistical distri-
bution of video saliency only through the multiuser
viewpoint data.

4. Omnidirectional Video Generation Module

,e omnidirectional camera is generally composed of
multiple cameras so that the image data of the scene can be
collected from various directions. ,e most representative
camera is a 6-lens omnidirectional camera that can capture
up, down, left, right, front, and back six channels of video.
,ese raw data need to be mapped and stitched to generate
OV content. ,ere are a variety of omnidirectional image
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unfolding methods, such as equirectangular projection
(ERP, the upper part of Figure 2), which is the most familiar
rendering method for the average user, achieving unfolding
by transforming the spherical image into rectangular space
according to longitude and latitude; cube maps (the lower
part of Figure 2) transform the sphere into cubes and then
expand the six faces of the cube; Equi-Angular Cubemap
(EAC) is an optimization of the traditional cube expansion,
correcting the deformation of the cube expansion by keeping
the pixels evenly sampled.

Usually, the omnidirectional camera needs to be pro-
cessed offline for several hours after the acquisition to finally
generate the omnidirectional video. ,is is obviously un-
acceptable for OV’s live streaming service system, so we need
to develop a dedicated fast real-time stitching algorithm for
MELiveOV. Next, we will introduce the functional design of
the omnidirectional video generation module in detail.

4.1. Overview Structure of the Module. Traditional omnidi-
rectional image stitching requires dynamic estimation of the
input of each camera at each moment. Firstly, feature point
matching is needed to estimate the intrinsic parameters and
extrinsic parameters of the camera, and then the overall
white balance is performed on each image to facilitate de-
riving the best stitching mask between images. Finally, with
best stitching masks between every two pictures found, all
original pictures can be merged into the same coordinate
system to form the omnidirectional frame. Apparently, the
stitching procedure is considerably time consuming.
However, real-time processing of omnidirectional images
requires both high resolution and image quality and low
latency simultaneously. Due to the computational power
and the high complexity of the algorithm itself, quality and
efficiency are a pair of mutually exclusive indicators. Limited
by this situation, the traditional stitching method can hardly
be implemented, resulting in the current fisheye image real-
time stitching technology’s lack of variety. In our scheme,
the stitching mapping table, which describes the projection
from pixel coordinate in each unit lens’ image to the pixel
coordinate in the final omnidirectional frame, is firstly
decided, and then the mapping table is embedded in the
image processing algorithm to achieve omnidirectional
image stitching in real time each frame by each frame.

,e procedure for obtaining the parameter mapping
table in our scheme is as follows:

(1) Input fisheye images and separately estimate the
camera model to obtain the mapping of points on
two-dimensional fisheye images to corrected three-
dimensional points on hemispheres.

(2) Scale three-dimensional corrected images, with the
equirectangular projection (ERP) method, to
unfolding pattern to prepare for subsequent
processions.

(3) Extract feature points and estimate to find the best
math. ,en, accordingly calculate the intrinsic pa-
rameters and the extrinsic parameters to register the
spatial positional relationship between the images.

(4) According to the registration result, adjust the spatial
positional relationship between the five hemi-
spherical planes, superimpose the five-way corrected
hemisphere in the world coordinate system, fuse
image pixels on the overlap part, and then convert
the three-dimensional image into an omnidirec-
tional frame with ERP.

(5) Extract and save the overall homography matrix of
the coordinate on the fisheye image to the coordinate
on the final omnidirectional frame for subsequent
real-time processing.

4.2. Camera Calibration and Camera Model Estimation.
,e process of calibrating a camera model is actually a
transformation estimate of a two-dimensional vector p in
the original fisheye plane to a three-dimensional vector P in
the world coordinates. Namely, to accomplish this process,
the intrinsic and extrinsic parameters of cameras and the
distortion parameters of lenses need to be estimated. ,e
most commonly used technique for lens distortion pa-
rameter correction is polynomial fitting, and the pose es-
timation parameters of the unit lens are 3 × 3 dimensional
matrices. ,e relationship between the parameters of these
two parts is a composite function. ,is composite optimi-
zation technique has a strong dependence on the initial value
of the parameters, and the mutual interference is obvious as
well, leading to difficulty in achieving global optimization.
Our scheme treats the camera parameters and lens distortion
as a combined system and estimates the transformation
process as a whole. Map two-dimensional points on the
fisheye plan to three-dimensional vectors and then convert
them to points on the surface of a unit sphere to give a
coordinate.

,e camera model we use is presented in Figure 3. Let p

be a pixel point in the original fisheye image, (u, v) is the
pixel coordinate in term of the image center point as the
origin, let P be its corresponding three-dimensional vector
emanated from the single effective viewpoint, and (x, y, z) is
the unit point in term of the optical axis as the origin. Since
the plane coordinate transformation is an affine trans-
formation, the relationship between p and P can be
expressed as

λ x

φ y

Figure 2: Cube maps and equirectangular projection.
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,e polynomial fitting process is assisted by the Matlab
toolbox ocam_calib. After a lot of experiments, the number of
polynomial terms to be fitted is not as good as possible. To be
more specific, the phenomenon of fitting degradation will
occur for the sake of too many polynomial terms. Finally, it is
determined that the four-term polynomial is used for fitting.

4.3. Unfolding of the Spherical Image. After obtaining the
corrected three-dimensional hemisphere image from the
fisheye image, we need to perform spherical unfolding for
subsequent processing. In our scheme, the most widely used
ERP is implemented to achieve unfolding.

As can be seen in the lower part of Figure 2, λ is the
longitude of the location to project; φ is the latitude of the
location to project; φ1 are the standard parallels (north and
south of the equator) where the scale of the projection is true;
λ1 is the central meridian of the map; x is the horizontal
coordinate of the projected location on the map; y is the
vertical coordinate of the projected location on the map. It
can be concluded that

forward mapping:

x � λ− λ0( cos φ0( , y � φ−φ0( , (4)

reverse mapping:

λ �
x

cos φ0( 
+ λ0,φ � y + φ0. (5)

4.4. Spatial Registration. For physically setting the five
cameras to be mutually orthogonal, theoretically, using the
central camera’s coordinate system as the world coordinate
system and, respectively, rotating the corresponding co-
ordinate system of other cameras by 90°, namely, multi-
plying the original three-dimensional coordinate matrix by
the corresponding rotation matrix can guarantee a strict
registered system, achieving three-dimensional space reg-
istration. However, considering the physical placement and
the camera lens may introduce errors, and the center esti-
mated by the fisheye correction process is not sufficiently the
center of the original image; the edge may be misaligned
when stitching, so the corrected three-dimensional spherical
image needs to be registered again.

To perform registration, we first need to match and filter
the feature points of the two images, select the best matching
points, calculate the homography matrix, and then calculate
the rotation matrix between adjacent two corrected pictures
according to the homography matrix.

According to the principle of pinhole imaging, points in
the camera coordinate system can be mapped to the world
coordinate system via rotation and translation. ,e trans-
lation can be written as follows:
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⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
,

t �

tx

ty

tz

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦,

(6)

where R is the rotation matrix and θx, θy, and θz represent
the angles at which the camera rotates around three co-
ordinate axes. t is the translation vector, and tX, ty, and tz

are the translation distances of the camera along three co-
ordinate axes.

,rough calibrating, the extrinsic parameters matrix
[R|t] of each camera relative to the center camera can be
obtained, thereby completing the spatial registration.

4.5. Generating the Overall Mapping Table. Finally, the re-
sults of previous parts are combined, and overlapped pixels
on the spherical surface are fused to produce a mapping
table. ,e table describes how the source coordinate on the
overall fisheye map will be transformed to the destination
coordinate on the omnidirectional frame. With the mapping
table fixed, by preparing multiple threads simultaneously

u

v

p

x

y

z

P

Figure 3: Camera model of fisheye camera.
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and executing pixel mapping operations on different regions
of the panoramic frame, real-time stitching is available. ,e
function display diagram of the omnidirectional video
generation module is shown in Figure 4. Our module can
complete the stitching process of an OV frame within 20ms.

5. Streaming Module

High resolution and low transmission delay are the key
points in the OV live streaming system. When the trans-
mission delay reaches up to 13ms or the bitrate is too low,
users will feel tired and dizzy [39]. To ensure a good
watching experience, the best way is to transmit omnidi-
rectional video to display terminal, but this transmission
method does not consider that viewer only watches a small
portion of the entire full image. In fact, if OV player offers a
90 rectangle-view when the user looks at a certain direction,
only one of the six spheres appear in the user’s version and
other parts will be out of sight. Transmitting non-FOVwith a
high bitrate will cause a huge waste of the network band-
width. ,erefore, we adopt a two-layer tile-based trans-
mission mechanism to reduce the heavy burden on the
transmission system.

5.1. Projection of the OV Content. After the omnidirectional
video generation process, we get a spherical omnidirectional
video which we cannot encode with existing coding standards
such as H.264/AVC, H.265/HEVC. Since the encoder can only
encode rectangular pictures, the omnidirectional video must
be mapped into rectangular user view. A common method
called equirectangular projection is to map the 3D sphere
image to a 2D rectangular plane with longitude as a reference.
However, the different visual angle on a panoramic sphere will
result in different map areas.,e closer to the two poles of the
sphere, the more serious the image distortion. As Figure 5
shows, when the user looks at the equator position of the
sphere, the projection area corresponding to the 2D plane is
11.9% of the entire panoramic frame. And the area gets the
maximum value of 26.7% when view at the poles and is very
distorted [40].

5.2. Two-Layer Streaming Scheme for OV. One method is to
intercept the FOV area and transmit the FOV image with high
bitrate to the client alone.,ough it does not consider that the
real-time OV system is latency sensitive, if user’s head
movement is too fast or the image cannot reach to display
terminal in time, the display terminal will not have enough
time to match the image properly. Users may see a blank area
in this view, and it will seriously reduce the user’s QoE.

So, we adopt a two-layer tile-based transmission mecha-
nism, and Figure 6 shows the detailed process. First, after the
equirectangular projection, the panoramic frame will be
encoded by H.265/HEVC. And a low bitrate layer which we
called basic layer (BL) will be generated.,e BL represents the
omnidirectional view at a low bitrate. At the same time, the
panoramic frame is divided into 4 × 6 tiles, and the tiles in the
FOV area will be extracted by the encoder and encoded with
high bitrate as tile enhanced layer (TEL). ,e FOV area

information such as the coordinate of the screen center col-
lected by video client will return to the encoder side. BL and
TEL will be transmitted to the client, and these two layers are
superimposed on the client side to display.

In this two-layer tile-based transmission mechanism,
encoder needs to encode the FOV tiles according to in-
formation which returned from display terminal to ensure
system performance of MELiveOV. However, due to the
random nature of viewer motion, it is very difficult to predict a
long-term movement of the user’s head. ,e accuracy will
drop from 92% down to 71% when the time for prediction
increases from 1 second to 2 seconds [41]. So, the prediction
time we set is 1 second. According to the visual movement
trajectory of the user in the first few seconds, the prediction
algorithm shows the position of the user’s viewpoint in the
next second.

If the TEL has not arrived in time or TEL matches error,
the client can display the BL to ensure a basic view experience
rather than generate a blank area. Although this method will
cause huge computation, transmission bandwidth is a more
valuable resource. With the two-layer tile-based method, we
solve the problem of unexpected headmovement and network
flow. ,e client can obtain a panoramic frame with the high
bitrate of the FOV area and the low bitrate of the non-FOV
area, which saves about 55% of the bandwidth consumption
without affecting the user’s QoE.

5.3. Adaptive FOV Size Selection. In the above two-layer
transmission mechanism, a fixed FOV area is used. If the
size of the FOV area can be dynamically selected according
to different network condition, the system will be more
adaptive. When the network is in a good condition, a larger
area of high bitrate omnidirectional video can be obtained
by the display terminal so that the user can get a better
QoE.

,erefore, we adopt an adaptive strategy which allows
the encoder to choose different FOV region size based on the
network condition. Focusing on the user’s viewpoint, we set
the FOV area to 90° and 120-degree FOV areas, respectively.
When the network is in a bad condition, the encoder selects
the FOVwith 90°, a smaller panoramic frame area is encoded
with the high bitrate. When the network condition is ideal,
the encoder selects the FOV with 120° so that the larger
panoramic frame area will be encoded with a relatively high
bitrate.

,e actual function of our two-layer OV transmission
scheme is shown in Figure 7. It can be easily observed from
the panoramic frame of OV that there is a significant dif-
ference in the video quality between FOV and non-FOV.

6. Viewpoint Prediction Module

Accurately predicting the viewer’s future viewpoint trajec-
tory can help MELiveOV to better enhance the user expe-
rience. ,us, we designed a special prediction model, which
can provide users with effective viewpoint prediction at long
intervals by using the local historical data and global mul-
tiuser information.
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6.1. Overview of the Module. ,e problem of viewpoint
prediction is considered from two perspectives in the
viewpoint prediction module. On the one hand, most users
are not watching the OV for the first time. ,erefore, the
historical viewpoint data of the OVs they have seen may
contain some information about the user’s viewing habits.
For example, some users may prefer to move their view-
points slowly and smoothly, while other users prefer faster
viewpoint movements. ,is customized information allows
our module to be adaptable to different users. On the other
hand, the OV content provider may already have collected
the viewpoint trajectory data from multiple users for the
same OV source. ,rough the analysis of the dataset, it can

be found that when different users watch the same OV, their
viewpoint trajectory will have a similar movement pattern.
,is is because some frames of the OV have the content that
can arouse most users’ interest. When viewing these frames,
different users tend to focus on the same region of interest,
so the viewpoint trajectory will have a similar movement
pattern. In this way, these existing models will help provide
more accurate viewpoint prediction services as new users
begin to watch.

,e overview flow of viewpoint prediction module is
shown in Figure 8. In the proposed method, the viewpoint
prediction system includes two independent channels, one

Figure 7: Function display of two-layer OV transmission.
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of which makes the prediction based on historical viewpoint
data of the single user. And the second channel will use the
trajectory data of other people from the same OV content to
predict the viewpoint. After the output of both channels
passes through the equalizer model, the final prediction
result can be obtained.

As shown in Figure 8, both channels of viewpoint
prediction module implement prediction functions through
the LSTM (long short-term memory) network. ,e LSTM
network is often used to implement the prediction of time
series data in deep learning. It is a good way to detect and fit
the deep rules of the data. Based on these advantages, the
LSTM network is well suited as the basic predictor for the
proposed module.

6.2. Basic Predictor Based on LSTM. As shown in Figure 8,
both channels of CPVp-LSTM implement prediction
functions through the LSTM network.,e LSTM network is
often used in the prediction of time series signals. It can well
detect and fit to the in-depth features of the dataset. Based on
these advantages, the LSTM network is well suited as the
basic predictor for the proposed algorithm. Suppose that the
time series of the user’s viewport can be expressed by

Vt1

��→
, Vt2

��→
, · · · , Vtn−1

���→
, Vtn

��→
 . Vti

�→
represents the viewport co-

ordinates of the user at time ti. ,e core function of the basic
predictor is to calculate Vti+M

����→
from Vti−N:ti

������→
with LSTM net-

works, N is the length of the input sequence, and M is the
length of the predicted interval. ,e historical viewport
coordinate sequence from time ti−N to time ti is used to
predict the position of the viewport at the time ti+M in the
future.

,e proposed basic predictor contains two hidden layers
and three LSTM layers, as shown in Figure 9. ,e rectified

linear unit (ReLU) activation function is used after the
hidden layer to enhance nonlinearity. ,e LSTM layer is
composed of N LSTM units. Each unit generates two values
simultaneously; one is the output of the current unit, and the
other one is the collection of memory information from all
previous units. Both of these two output values will be sent
into the next unit as the input, so the LSTM layer can be
memorable. ,e loss function is modified based on cross
entropy, which is used to update various parameters of the
network during each iteration of the training. ,e user’s
viewport position Vt

�→
can be described by its Euler angle

Channel 1

Channel 2

Equalizer
module

Historical trajectory

Multiple users data

Output 1

Output 2

Predictive 
viewport

Figure 8: System flow of CPVp-LSTM.
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Figure 9: LSTM network of basic predictor.
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coordinates, which includes 3 degrees of freedom, pitch,
yaw, and roll (i.e., X, Y, and Z angles). X and Y angles are
within −90∘ ∼ 90∘ and −180∘ ∼ 180∘, respectively. In 90% of
time, Z angles are within −11∘ ∼ 9∘. Based on this special
range of values for viewport coordinates, we define an
improved cross entropy loss function L. Its definition of the
Y component is shown as equations (7) and (8). Th is a
threshold used to determine whether an out-of-bounds
condition has occurred, which is generally set to a default
value of 10. Y is the predicted output and Y is the actual
value:

Y� �

Y− 360 where 0< 360−(Y− Y)<Th,

Y + 360 where 0< 360 +(Y− Y)<Th,

Y otherwise.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎩

(7)

After normalizing Y� and Y,

L � −[Y� log(Y) +(1−Y� )log(1− Y)]. (8)

,e cross entropy definition of the X component is
similar to the Y component. Due to the small distribution
range of the Z component, there is no out-of-bounds
condition in most cases, so the cross entropy of the Z
component does not change.

In CPVp-LSTM, the predictors used in the two channels
are similar in structure, but the size and some parameters of
each layer are adjusted according to the difference between
the input sequence.

6.3. Prediction Model Based on User Viewing Habits. ,e
difference in viewing habits between different users is
enormous, which needs to be fully considered when making
viewpoint predictions based on personal historical data. We
use the user’s ID as an index to create a separate viewpoint
trajectory database for each user. ,e database will contain
historical viewpoint data for all OVs that the user has
viewed. Since the user’s behavioral habit information is
mainly included in the relative movement of the user’s
viewpoint (slow or fast) and is not closely related to the
absolute position of the user’s viewpoint, we extract the
differential data of the user’s viewpoint trajectory and send
them to the LSTM network for training.

At time ti, its difference value can be obtained by the
following formula:

Dti
� Vti
−Vti−1, (9)

where Vti
is the current viewpoint coordinate at time ti and

Vti−1 is the last coordinate at time ti − 1. ,e LSTM network
finally obtains the predicted value DM of the viewpoint
coordinate change amount, and the final output result of
channel 1 is Vti+M � Vti

+ DM.

6.4. PredictionModel Based onROI Perception ofOVContent.
Inspired by some existing viewpoint prediction schemes,
they are able to improve the accuracy of prediction by ac-
quiring regions of interest (ROI) in OV frames. ,is type of
method first locates the ROI by performing image feature

extraction on each frame that is predecoded and then si-
multaneously sends the ROI coordinates into the prediction
model along with the viewpoint coordinates acquired by the
sensor of the display terminal. ,e ROI information of every
frame can effectively improve the accuracy of the prediction
model, but this operation of predecoding and extracting
features is very expensive in terms of resource consumption
of most display devices.

In this paper, we consider that the information of this
ROI should also be included in the time series of viewpoint
coordinates. When a frame of the OV has an ROI that
attracts the attention of most users, the user’s viewpoint
position should tend to converge at this moment. In order
to get that ROI information, we cluster the set of viewpoint
coordinates of each frame in one OV.,ese viewpoint data
are collected from all users when they independently watch
this OV. Because the number of ROIs contained in one
frame cannot be predetermined, the DBSCAN (density-
based spatial clustering of applications with noise) algo-
rithm is used for clustering. DBSCAN can automatically
determine the number of clusters by specifying the dis-
tance between members and the maximum boundary of
the cluster.

Figure 10 shows the analysis results of two typical
frames. ,e left side of Figure 10(a) is the picture of the
OV frame, and the right side is the clustering result of the
frame viewpoint coordinates of this frame. It can be seen
that most of the points are clustered to cluster-1, which
are colored yellow. ,e remaining isolated points are
shown in blue and their number is too small to be
grouped together. ,e area indicated by the yellow box in
the OV frame on the left corresponds to cluster-1 in the
clustering result. It can be clearly observed that the
concentration of the viewpoint at this time is due to the
presence of the diver in the area of the yellow box.
Similarly, the cluster-1 of the clustering results in
Figure 10(b) is caused by the diver in the yellow box of the
OV frame, and the cluster-2 is caused by the underwater
wreckage of the green box.

Because channel 2 mainly refers to the information of the
absolute coordinates of the user’s viewpoint, the Vt sequence
is directly used as the input of the predictor. At the same
time, we introduce the clustering results of each frame into
the prediction model to improve accuracy. In actual de-
ployment, after the viewpoint prediction module collects the
viewpoint data from different users according to the OV ID,
the clustering operation can be completed with only a small
amount of resources. Channel 2 will directly output the
predicted viewpoint coordinates.

7. Implementation and Evaluation

In this section, we will show the implementation of the
MELiveOV prototype system and discuss the performance
of it.

7.1. Experimental Prototype System. Figure 11 shows the
capture device of the prototype system. It consists of a
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customized omnidirectional camera with 6 lenses that can
simultaneously capture video data in 6 directions (up, down,
left, right, front, and back) and a 5G CPE.,ey communicate
through the RJ45 network ports. ,e structure of the cus-
tomized camera is shown in Figure 12. We use HiSilicon’s
Hi3559AV100 as the control board, which is responsible for
collecting all the original lens data and generating

standardized video sequences. Data are transmitted between
lens and control board through MIPI interface.

Our prototype system also includes two edge servers, as
shown in Figure 13. ,e edge server consists of a 5G small
cell and a regular server. ,e regular server has an Intel(R)
Xeon(R) CPUE5-2630 v4 and six GTX 1080TI 11G; the size
of the server is 32G. We modified the forwarding strategy of
the 5G small cell so that after the data arrives, it will be
processed by the server before forwarding.,ere are two sets
of such edge servers, one as the first-mile edge server and the
other as the last-mile edge server. Communication between
them is achieved through a virtual core network inside the
lab.

On the display terminal, the prototype system supports
access to multiple heterogeneous playback devices. Such as
Android phones, PC, and HMD. We have designed dedi-
cated player software on each platform to implement the
functionality of the viewpoint prediction module. All player
software can collect the user’s viewpoint data with the
sampling frequency of 30Hz.

As presented in Figure 14, the prototype system of
MELiveOV implements the end-to-end live streaming ser-
vice of OV.,e left part of Figure 14 is the picture inside the
FOV, which can be seen by the user on the display terminal
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through the screen of the device. ,e upper right part of the
figure shows the actual situation of the user watching the OV
live streaming through the Android phone. ,e lower right
part of the figure shows the working scene of the capture
device of MELiveOV. As shown in the figure, we placed the
omnidirectional camera on a handcart with power supply,
and the camera communicates with the 5G small cell of the
edge server over the wireless network.

7.2. Experimental and Evaluation Results. In this subsection,
we tested the MELiveOV prototype system in different
scenarios and analyzed the system performance. As shown
in Figure 15, we conducted four experiments of OV live
streaming in the Playground, Road, Office, and Night scenes.
We collected data about the video quality and network
bandwidth consumption of MELiveOV in four sets of
experiments.

,e overall resolution of OV in all four scenarios is
around 4k (the resolution of the OV panoramic frame is not
fixed due to the two-layer transmission scheme) and the
frame rate is 25 fps. Besides, we used FFMPEG as our coding
tool and H.264/AVC as our coding standard. ,e PSNR of

the OV picture is shown in Figure 11 during the live
streaming. In Figure 16, we used PSNR (peak signal to noise
ratio) to evaluate the picture quality during OV live
streaming. ,e red column represents the quality of the
video picture within the user’s FOV, and the yellow column
represents the quality of the non-FOV area. In the Night, the
quality of the OV is relatively high because the picture
content is relatively simple (mainly black) and the camera is
fixed. In the Road, the camera is moving and there are too
many objects (buildings and trees) in the scene, so the PSNR
is the worst. ,e results of Playground and Office are more
common. MELiveOV can guarantee that the PSNR of the
user’s FOV in OV live streaming is about 50 dB. At the same
time, we can also ensure that the PSNR of non-FOV areas is
maintained above 30 dB. When the user’s viewpoint tra-
jectory is predicted to be wrong, MELiveOV can still avoid
image incompleteness in the user’s field of view.

Figure 17 is analyzed with SSIM (structural similarity
index) as a quality evaluation indicator. ,e results show
that MELiveOV can also achieve better performance on
SSIM, the quality of the FOV region is maintained above
0.98, and the non-FOV region is around 0.9.

We have verified the reliability of the picture quality of
MELiveOV during live streaming. Next, we will show the
network bandwidth situation of the MELiveOV. We set up a
comparison system that puts the omnidirectional video
generation task on the central cloud server (which is a cloud
server leased on the public network).,e comparison system
does not include the streaming module of the last-mile edge
server and the prediction module of the display terminal. It
can only implement the most basic OV live streaming
function. ,e results of the network bandwidth consump-
tion experiment are shown in Table 1. We can see that in all
scenarios, MELiveOV can save about 50% of the bandwidth
demand, which can effectively reduce the transmission
pressure of the network.

In terms of transmission delay, we also compared the
two sets of schemes.,e results are shown in Table 2.We can
see that the service request during the OV live streaming can
be responded in time due to the introduction of the MEC
architecture. MELiveOV’s average transmission delay can be
reduced by 70% to 80%, which greatly enhances the real-
time performance of OV live streaming. It can also be seen
from the table that in the case of indoor scenes and fixed
cameras, the transmission delay of the system is small. When
the camera is outdoors and moving, the overall system la-
tency rises significantly. We believe this is mainly due to the
limited transmit power of the 5G small cell we used in the
experiment. By the way, we noticed that the comparison
system also achieved good latency performance in night
scenes. ,is is mainly because of the fewer network users at
night. And the network condition is better, so the trans-
mission delay is significantly improved.

8. Conclusion and Future Work

In order to meet the needs of omnidirectional video (OV)
live streaming services, this paper proposes a mobile edge
assisted live streaming system for omnidirectional video

5G small cell

Edge server

Figure 13: 5G edge server.

Fisheye camera

Control board

Figure 12: Structure of customized camera.
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(MELiveOV). Enabled by the 5G edge servers with abundant
computing resources, MELiveOV can offload the compu-
tational OV stitching tasks to the edge and introduce more
complex prediction algorithms to optimize live streaming

performance. An end-to-end prototype system was built,
and a complete service chain from capture to display for OV
live streaming was implemented. ,e results of the

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 15: MELiveOV in different scenarios: (a) playground; (b) road; (c) office; (d) night.
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evaluation experiment show that MELiveOV can reduce the
network bandwidth requirement by about 50% and the
transmission delay of more than 70% under the premise of
ensuring the picture quality of viewers.

,ere are still many problems to be solved in the research
of OV live streaming. For example, cameras may switch
between multiple 5G base stations during long-distance
movement. It is very important to design reliable mecha-
nisms to ensure seamless migration of computational tasks
between different edge servers. And how to achieve resource
scheduling and data fusion in multiuser scenarios is also one
of our future research directions. To conclude, 5G MEC is a
promising solution and can well meet the needs of high-
resolution OV live streaming services.
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